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Caspian Sea IMPERIAL BELUGA 

Huso huso 

Traditionally the largest of all Caspian pearls, the rare delicate 

light grey berries of the Beluga over elegantly mild and 

buttery flavor. Very high Quality & luxury shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ong revered as the premier caviar supplier to celebrity 

chefs, luxury cruises, airlines and gourmet retailers, 

ARIYA CAVIAR exceeds the exacting requirements of the 

most demanding connoisseurs. 

We offer a unique, unsurpassed selection of the finest, first quality 

caviar available, directly sourced and discriminately selected 

from each harvest. Our caviar is hand packed to order and available 

for overnight next day delivery. 

Our company Guarantee Best Prices and very High Quality 

Together. 

We have very good connections with many Awesome Caviar 

Farms around the Caspian Sea. Imperial Beluga Caviar is so re- 

commended. You can find us almost anywhere! 

Aria Caviar has branches in the United States, UAE, Turkey, 

Russia and Portugal that are ready to provide services to our 

customers. 

We are always here on your touch and will support you with our 

lovely products. ENJOY the Most Luxury Food in the world 

with very hot prices! 

Ariya Caviar Trade Company will deliver caviar to your 

restaurant/home/work/hotel/bar/... around the world as fast as 

possible and secure. You can trust us easily, we sold a lot around 

the World especially France, Germany, UK, UAE, Turkey, 

Portugal, China, Russia,  USA and rest of the world. 

We do love caviar and our customers and this is our mission to 

selling a lot with very low profit. 

We really tend to have a long term business with our customers 

and partners. ENJOY OF ARIYA CAVIAR! 

Caspian Sea “ALMAS” osetra 

Acipenser gueldenstaedtii 

Exceptionally SUPER RARE, the large pale gold albino eggs, 

strikingly light 

and gold in hue, offer a unique tasting opportunity as they are 

seldom available. Super High Quality and the Most luxury one. 

 

 

 

 

 
CASPIAN SEA GRADE1 (Gold) OSETRA 

Acipenser gueldenstaedtii 

The smallest in grain, these fragile dark grey eggs possess a 

strong and brilliant quality with traditional Caspian character. 

Very High Quality Grade1. 

 

 

 

 

 
CASPIAN SEA GRADE1 (Classic) SEVRUGA 

Acipenser stellatus 

The smallest in grain, these fragile dark grey eggs possess a 

strong and brilliant quality with traditional Caspian character. 

Very High Quality Grade1. 



IMPORTANT TIPS 

 
* All Prices are for original packaging as in catalogue and web 

site mentioning. 

* For Repack, 5% you will charge then you could have your own 

brand name too. 

* We will give you information and updates about any price 

change before min 7days if we have to change it. 

* Delivery method incoterms 2020: CPT 

DDU and DDP are both possible and depends on your request 

and the importer country will change the price. 

* All of our Products weighing over 15kg will get 3% off in the price. 

* After the exact time of receiving products, importer or consumer 

have only 24hours to claim any problem in our products or 

services for free. 

* All of our Caviars should keep in -2:+2 °c. 

* We prefer to send our products by airplanes to deliver it fast, 

secure and in high Quality. 

* Also CFR Method is possible too (carry with ship). 

* Imperial Beluga Caviar is so recommended and super popular. 

 

 
       ARIYA CAVIAR 

SUSTAINABLE AND SAFE SUPPLY 

   ARIYA CAVIAR 

FAST FREE DELIVERY 

CAVIAR  
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To order, please visit our website at www.AriyaCaviar.com 

Call: +1 732 934 6948 

                            WhatsApp:  + 971 58 923 7882 

                                         

ARIYA CAVIAR 

www.AriyaCaviar.com 
Dan Nayan 

(Sales Manager) 

info@AriyaCaviar.com 

Call: +1 732 934 6948 

WhatsApp: 

+971 58 923 7882 

CASPIAN SEA     50gr         100gr         250gr         500gr         1kg 

 

IMPERIAL BELUGA                                                                                    

 

ALMAS OSETRA                                                                                         

 

OSETRA GRADE1                                                                                       

 

SEVRUGA GRADE1                                                                                    

 

SIBERIAN STURGEON                                                                                   
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